
 The Heart of the Matter
Freedom and security have been at war almost from the dawn of humanity, with 
security usually winning out. Dictators through the ages have always known this truth: 
many people will give up their freedom for security. At no time in human history will 
this be more evident than during the terrible time that will come when the Antichrist 
rules the world. The Bible speaks of this world dictator in great detail and challenges 
people to make a choice — accept freedom in Christ and the security of everlasting life, 
or seek temporary security in the Antichrist and suffer enslavement to damnation.

 Discovering the Way
1. General Information about the Antichrist
In the chaotic aftermath of the rapture, one will arise to bring order and security to the 
world.

2. Specific Scriptures Describing the Antichrist
The Bible never tells us the Antichrist’s name but does provide many details about him.
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 Starting Your Journey
Concluding suggestions: First, watch the news with an eye on the Middle East. Second, 
interpret current events with a mind on prophetic truth. Third, anticipate Christ’s 
coming with a heart on God’s promise, the rapture of the church.

Daniel, Volume 2: God’s Plan for the Future
The Final World Dictator
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  Tools for 
Digging Deeper

For related resources, please call:
USA 1-800-772-8888

AUSTRALIA 1300 467 444
CANADA 1-800-663-7639

UK 0800 787 9364
Or visit www.insight.org
or www.insightworld.org
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’Til His Kingdom Comes: 
Living in the Last Days
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John F. Walvoord

softcover book
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